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While They Waited 
Acts 1:12-26 

 
They ______________       To gain unity with ___________ 
 
 
They ______________       To keep unity with _________ ______________ 
 
 
They ______________       To stay in unity with the _______________  
 
 
They ______________       To unify the ____________ with the ____________ 

 
 

As they waited for the community of Christ to _______ ______________,  
 

they _______________ the community of Christ 
 
 
Closing thought… 
Peter vs. Judas 

It’s not about ______ ________ ___________, but ________  ________  
 
________________ ______ __________ ________________. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Take it home: 
What point from this week’s message is most important for you to remember or apply? 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Next Steps 

Digging Deeper 
Read Acts 1-2. This week we discovered together that prayer was a vital part of the early 

church.  What do the following verses teach us about prayer? Luke 6:12-16, Luke 22:39-44 

According to Acts 1-2 why was gathering so vitally important to the early church? Why is 

gathering so important to the church today? 

Discipleship Discussion Guide  

☐ Look through the sermon notes and your personal notes from the message, was there 

anything you heard for the first time or that caught your attention, confused you, or challenged 

you?  

☐ In Acts 1 the disciples made a major decisions by ‘casting lots’, have you ever made a big 

decision a similar means (flipping a coin, shaking an 8 ball, plucking pedals from a flower, 

etc…)? If so, what decision did you make? What help does the Holy Spirit give us in making 

decisions? (James 1:5-8) 

☐ While the disciples waited for Pentecost, they did four things; prayed – gathered – obeyed – 

prepared. What were they preparing to do? As we see ourselves as a community that gathers 

to prepare, what are we preparing to accomplish? How would you define our current mission 

as a church? How can we accomplish this? 
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